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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit new infinite families of D-optimal (0, l)-ma- 
trices. We show that Hadamard designs lead to D-optimal matrices of size (j,mj) and 
(j - 1, mj), for certain integers j = 3 (mod 4) and all positive integers m. For j a power 
of a prime and j = 1 (mod 4), supplementary difference sets lead to D-optimal matrices 
of size (j, 2mj) and (j - 1,2mj), for all positive integers m. We also show that for a given 
j and d sufficiently large, about half of the entries in each column of a D-optimal matrix 
are ones. This leads to a new relationship between D-optimality for (0. 1)-matrices and 
for (&l)-matrices. Known results about D-optimal (f 1)-matrices are then used to ob- 
tain new D-optimal (0, I)-matrices. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 62KO5, 05B05; 05B20; 15A15 
Ke.vlvords: D-optimal design; Weighing design; Simplex 
1. Introduction 
Let M,,d(O, 1) be the set of all j x d (0, 1)-matrices. The problem of finding 
the maximum value of det AAT for A E Mj,d(O, 1) has received considerable 
attention over the past several decades primarily for its significance in statistical 
design theory. In 1944, Hotelling [l] initiated the use of Hadamard matrices to 
analyze the problem of estimating the weights of j objects with d weighings. 
Any selection of the j objects can be placed on a scale for a given weighing. 
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The information for all d selections of objects can be coded into a j x d design 
matrix A E Mj,d(O, 1) in which the ones in column c correspond to the objects 
selected for weighing c = 1, , d. Some design matrices are better than others in 
the sense that the confidence regions in d for the j-tuple of weights are smaller. 
Indeed under certain normality assumptions on the distribution of weighing 
errors, design matrices A for which det .4AT is maximal produce the smallest con- 
fidence regions [2]. These design matrices are called D-optimal matrices. 
There is also a geometric interpretation of det AAT. The volume of the 
j-simplex in Rd generated by the j rows of A and the origin is 
(l/j!)( det MT)“*. Thus the problem of finding a largest j-simplex in the d-di- 
mensional unit cube is equivalent to finding a matrix A E M,,,(O, 1) for which 
det AAT is maximum. 
D-optimal matrices are known for j = 2,3 and all values of d 2 j [3]. But for 
j 3 4 the results are sporadic and incomplete. The purpose of this paper is to 
exhibit D-optimal matrices in Mj,d(O, 1) for infinite families of pairs Q, d). In 
Section 3 we show that Hadamard designs (which we describe later) lead to 
D-optimal matrices of size (j, mj) and (j - 1, mj) for certain integers 
j E 3 (mod 4) and all positive integers m. And for j a power of a prime and 
j E 1 (mod 4), supplementary difference sets lead to D-optimal matrices of size 
(j, 2mj) and Cj - 1,2mj), for all positive integers m. 
In Section 4 we show that for a given j and sufficiently large values of d, 
each D-optimal matrix of size (j, d) must have about one half of its entries 
in each column equal to 1. In particular, for j = 2k - 1 odd and d sufficiently 
large, each D-optimal matrix of size (j, d) must have exactly k ones in each col- 
umn. It is precisely this fact that is needed to establish a new relationship 
between D-optimality for (0, 1)-matrices and for (&l)-matrices. And since the 
theory of (*l)-matrices is more developed, in Section 5 we are able to use 
some of the results for D-optimal (fl)-matrices to obtain new D-optimal 
(0, I)-matrices. 
In the following, Zj denotes the j x j identity matrix, J,,d denotes the j x d 
matrix all of whose entries are 1, and JI = Jjj. When the size of these matrices 
is clear from the context, we omit the subscripts. We use m * A = [A, A, . . , A] 
to denote the matrix A concatenated m times. Following [3] we define 
Gb,d) = max{det AAT: A E Mj,d(O, 1)). 
2. Regular D-optimal matrices 
We begin this section with known upper bounds for det AAT separated into 
two cases - j odd and j even. The inequality in Theorem 2.1 appears in [3], 
while [4] contains the result in Theorem 2.2 as well as an analysis for the cases 
of equality in both theorems. 
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Theorem 2.1 ([3]). Zf j = 2k - 1 is odd and A E Mj,d(O, l), then 
det AAT<Cj+l) 
Equality holds in Eq. (2) if and only if 
1. AAT = t(Z+J),f or some integer t and either bf the following conditions are 
met: 
2a. each column of A contains exactly k ones 
l’b. t = (j + l)d/4j. 
Theorem 2.2 ([4]). Zf j = 2k is even and A E Mj.d(O, I), then 
det AAT < (j+ 1) 
Equality holds in Eq. (3) if and only if 
1. AAT = t(Z + J), for some integer t and either of the following conditions are 
met: 
2a. each column of A contains either k or k + 1 ones 
;;;. t = (‘j+ 2)d/4Cj + 1). 
A D-optimal matrix A is a regular if it satisfies the conditions for equality in 
Theorem 2.1 or in Theorem 2.2. It is convenient to define a symbol B(j, d) for 
the upper bounds in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For j = 2k - 1 odd, define 
B(j,d) = o’+ 1) (ti+$d)i 
and for j = 2k even, define 
BCI’,d) = (j+ 1) (H)i. 
Thus Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be restated as det AAT < BCj’, d) for all 
A E Mj,d(O, 1) and G(j’, d) = B(j, d) w h enever there exists a j x d regular D-op- 
timal matrix. 
It is easy to see from conditions 2b in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that a j x d reg- 
ular D-optimal matrix exists only if 
2cj + 1) divides d for j E 0 (mod 4), 
2j divides d for j = 1 (mod 4), 
j + 1 divides d for j E 2 (mod 4), (6) 
j divides d for j E 3 (mod 4). 
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So unless the appropriate divisibility condition holds, G(j, d) < B(j, d). For 
each j, j x d regular D-optimal matrices are known to exist for certain values 
of d. For j = 2k - 1 odd and d = C(j, k) (the combinatorial coefficient), the 
j x d matrix whose columns consist of all (O,l)-j-tuples with exactly k ones is 
a regular D-optimal matrix [3]. For j = 2k even and d = Cg’ + 1, k), the 
j x d matrix whose columns consist of all (O,l)-j-tuples with exactly k or 
k + 1 ones is a regular D-optimal matrix [4]. These values of d are quite large 
compared to the smallest possible values for d that satisfy the necessary divisi- 
bility condition (6) for regular D-optimality. But in Section 3 we construct 
j x d regular D-optimal matrices for certain values of j with 
d=2(j+l) forjE0 (mod4), 
d = 2j for j = 1 (mod4), 
d=j+l forj=2 (mod4), 
d=j forj=3 (mod4). 
(7) 
We finish this section with two lemmas that describe ways to construct new 
regular D-optimal matrices from a given regular D-optimal matrix. 
Lemma 2.1. Let j = 2k - 1 he odd and let A E Mj,d(O, 1) be a regular D-optimal 
matrix. Let B E Mj_l,d(O, 1) be the matrix obtained by deleting any row from A. 
Then B is a regular D-optimal matrix. 
Proof. Suppose A E Mj,d(O, 1) IS a regular D-optimal matrix: AAT = t(lj + Jj), 
for some t and each column of A has exactly k ones. It is clear that 
BBT = t(li-I + Jj-1) and each column of B contains either k or k + 1 ones. 
Thus B is a regular D-optimal matrix. ??
Lemma 2.2. Let A E Mj,d(O, 1) b e a regular D-optimal matrix and m be a positive 
integer. Then m *A E Fi.md(O: 1) is a regular D-optimal matrix. 
Proof. (m * A)(m * A)T = mAAT. Thus if AAT = t(l+ J), then (m * A)(m * A)T 
mt(Z + J). The result now follows since each column of m *A is a column of 
1. 0 
3. D-optimal matrices arising from combinatorial designs 
In this section regular D-optimal matrices are constructed for the values of d 
in Eq. (7). Although the construction is not possible for all j, we show that 
certain (v, k, I)-designs can be used to construct regular D-optimal matrices. 
All of the necessary definitions and proofs about (v, k, /2)-designs are in [5], 
but we shall give a brief description and elementary properties here. 
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Definition 3.1. Let v, k, 1 be positive integers with k < v. A (v, k, I)-design is a 
finite collection g = {Bt, . . . , Bb} of subsets of { 1,2,. . . , v} such that 
1. each BI has cardinality k, and 
2. each pair i, j E { 1, . . . , u} occurs in exactly ,? subsets in W. 
It is an elementary result in block design theory that if 9 is a (u, k, A)-design, 
then each element i E { 1,. . . , u} occurs in the same number Y of subsets in J??? 
and that b, r satisfy the conditions 
n(v - 1) = r(k - I), bk = VT. 
Thus b and Y are determined by the other three parameters u, k, ,I of the design. 
We shall refer to a (u, k, I)-design as a (u, b, r, k, A)-design. The general problem 
of determining whether a (v, b, r, k, i)-design exists for given integers v, k, L is 
unsolved. But infinite families of (u, b, r, k, J.)-designs have been constructed. 
The object of interest to us is the incidence matrix K = (kij) of a (v, b, r, k, A)- 
design g defined by 
ki,/ = 
{ 
1 if iEB,, 
0 otherwise. 
(In most combinatorial books the incidence matrix is KT.) The elementary 
properties of a (v, b, r, k, A)-design are captured by the matrix equations 
KKT = (r - A)I” + ;w, , (8) 
In our notation for D-optimal matrices, u = j and b = d. We will use j, d in- 
stead of v, b henceforth so that Eq. (8) becomes 
KKT = (r - A)Ij + IJj. (9) 
Eq. (9) resembles condition 1 for regular D-optimality in Theorem 2.1. In fact, 
for j odd, the incidence matrices for certain (u, b, r, k, A)-designs lead to regular 
D-optimal matrices. 
First we consider the case where j = 4t - 1 - 3 (mod 4). It is well known [5] 
that a (4t - 1,4t - 1,2t - 1,2t - 1, t - 1)-design exists if and only if a Hada- 
mard .matrix of order 4t exists. In fact the incidence matrix for a 
(4t - 1,4t - 1,2t - 1,2t - 1, t - 1)-design can be constructed directly from a 
4t x 4t Hadamard matrix. Let H be the incidence matrix for a 
(4t - 1,4t - 1,2t - 1,2t - 1, t - 1)-design. Specializing Eq. (9) we get 
HHT = tZ + (t - l)J. 
H does not satisfy condition 1 for regular D-optimality in Theorem 2.1, but its 
complement A = J - H does: 
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AAr=(J-H)(J-H)T=(4t-l)J-2(2t-1)J+tz+(t-1)J 
= t(Z +J). 
And since j=d=4t- 1, we have 
(j+ 1)d 
4i=l. 
Thus A is a regular D-optimal matrix. Combining this with Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2. we obtain the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let m be a positive integer, j = 4t - 1, H E Mjj(O, 1) be the 
incidence matrix for a (4t - 1,4t - 1,2t - 1,2t - 1, t - I)-design, A = J - H, 
and let B be the matrix obtained by removing any row from A. Then m *A and 
m * B are regular D-optimal matrices. 
(4t - 1,4t - 1,2t - 1,2t - 1, t - 1)-designs (sometimes known as Hadamard 
designs) are conjectured to exist for all integers j = 3 (mod 4) and the smallest 
integer for which the existence of a Hadamard design is in question is j = 427 
(see WI). 
When j = 1 (mod 4) the situation changes. There are no j x j regular D-op- 
timal matrices. (See (6).) But if j = 4t + 1 is a power of a prime, then a j x 2j 
regular D-optimal matrix does exist and can be constructed explicitly from a 
combinatorial object called a supplementary difference set in the Galois field 
GFC/‘) [5]. (Later, we give an example of this construction.) The construction 
produces a (4t + 1,8t + 2,4t, 2t, 2t - I)-design. Let K be the incidence matrix 
for this design. Then from Eq. (9) 
KKT = (2t + 1)1, + (2t - l)Jj, 
and the matrix A = J,,z, - K satisfies condition 1 of Theorem 2.1. 
AAT = J1,2jJljj - J,,2jKT - KJ~~~j + KKT 
= 2(4t + 1)Jj - 4tJ, - 4tJj + (2t + 1)1j + (2t - 1)Jj 
= (2t + l)(I, + Jj). 
A also satisfies condition 2b of Theorem 2.1 since (j + 1)/(4j) = 2t + 1 and so 
A is a regular D-optimal matrix. Now using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let m be a positive integer and j = 4t + 1 be a power of a prime. 
Let K E Mj,zj(O, 1) be the incidence matrix of a (4t + 1,8t + 2,4t, 2t, 2t - I)- 
design, A = Jj,y - K, and let B E MjPl.2j be a matrix obtained by deleting any 
row of A. Then m *A and m * B are regular D-optimal matrices. 
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More generally, if a supplementary difference set with parameter 
SDS(4t + 1; 2t + 1,2t + 1; 2t + 1) exists in an abelian group G of order 
4t + 1, then the concatenation of the incidence matrices provides a D-optimal 
(4t + 1) x (8t + 1) matrix. We omit the details. The smallest j E 1 (mod 4) for 
which we do not know a D-optimal matrix of size j x 2j is j = 2 1. 
We conclude this section with a description of the construction of the 9 x 18 
incidence matrix of a (9,18,8,4,3)-design. 
Example 3.1. Let 
GF(9) = 2&]/(x2 + 1) = (0, l,O,e', . . . , d’} 
be the Galois field with 9 elements, where d =x + 2 generates the group of 
units in GF(9). We define two 9 x 9 matrices K,, K2 so that K = [K,, K2] satis- 
fies KKT = 519 + 3Jg. 
Let Q= {1,82,e”,86} consist of the quadratic residues of GF(9). Let 
R = { 8, d3, OS, 13’). The rows and columns of K, and of K2 are indexed by the 
elements of GF(9) in this order: 0, l,f3,8*, . . . ,8’. For CC, j? E GF(9), 
(K&/I = { 
1 if b~a+Q, 
0 otherwise. 
For example, if x = 02, then 
m + Q = {02 + l,e2 + e2, 6* + e4, Q2 + e6j = {e7, e6, o,o) 
Sorow8*(the4throw)ofK1 is(1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1). 
-0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
100001101 
000111001 
101000011 
K,=001001110 
111010000 
010010011 
100110100 
011100100 
To construct K2, repeat the procedure used to construct K1 but with R in place of 
Q. A direct calculation verifies that [K,, K2] [K,, K21T = KIKT + K2Kz = 519+ 3Jg. 
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4. Structure of D-optimal designs for large d 
In this section we prove the statistically plausible result that for a given num- 
ber of j objects and a sufficiently large number d of weighings, each weighing in 
a D-optimal design must contain about half of the objects. 
Theorem 4.1. 1. For j = 2k - 1 odd, there exists a positive integer do such that for 
all d > do each column of a D-optimal matrix A E Mj,d(O, 1) has exactly k ones. 
2. For j = 2k even, there exists a positive integer do such that for all d > do 
each column of a D-optimal matrix A E M,.d(O, 1) has exactly k or k + 1 ones. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds in three steps. In Lemma 4.1 we give an 
upper bound on det AAT for matrices A that contain a column with fewer than 
k or more than k ones (in the case j = 2k - 1) or fewer than k or more than 
k + 1 ones (in case j = 2k). Next we exhibit lower bounds for GCj, d), the max- 
imum of det AAT for A E Mj,d(O, 1). This is done in Lemma 4.2. Finally the up- 
per bounds on det AAT in Lemma 4.1 are shown to be less than the lower 
bounds on G(j,d) in Lemma 4.2, for sufficiently large values of d. Hence 
det AAT < G(j, d) and A is not D-optimal. 
Lemma 4.1. 1. Assume that j = 2k - 1 and A E Mj.d(O, 1) contains a column with 
fewer than k or more than k ones. Then 
det AAT< (&.>‘-I(?>‘. (10) 
2. Assume that j = 2k and A E M/,d(O, 1) contains a column with fewer than k 
or more than k + 1 ones. Then 
det AAT< (&)im’(k(k+:)dP2) 
Proof. Assume that j = 2k - 1 and that A E Mj,d(Ol 1). Let n,. be the number of 
columns in A with Y ones, r = 1,. . . , j and assume that n, 2 1 for some Y # k. 
Following an argument in [4], we compute that 
trace[(j + 1)Z - J]AAT = trace AT[(j + 1)1- J]A 
= gr(j + 1 - r)n,. 
r=l 
(12) 
(13) 
The maximum value of ~(j + 1 - r) for r = 1,. . . , j is k2 and occurs when 
r=k.Forr#k,r(j+l-r)<k2.Thus 
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kr(j + 1 - Y)&- < k$, 
i-=1 r=l 
= k2d. 
(14) 
(15) 
so 
trace[(j + I)1 - J]AAT < k2d - 1. (16) 
Applying the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality to the eigenvalues of 
[(j + 1)1- J]AAT (which are nonnegative), we get 
But det [(j + 1)Z - J] = (j + l)ti-” and hence 
det AAT < (&>i’(Fy. 
(17) 
(18) 
The proof for the case j = 2k is similar. Cl 
In Section 3 we saw that for each j, there is a co and a j x co regular D-op- 
timal matrix Ao. Thus, G(j, co) = BG, co). Also when d = rnco is a multiple of 
co, Lemma 2.2 guarantees a regular D-optimal matrix and again 
G(j, mco) = B(j, mco). In the next lemma we use these matrices A0 to obtain, 
for each j,d, a lower bound on G(j,d), when d is not necessarily a multiple 
of co. 
Lemma 4.2. Let j befixed and let CO be a positive integer such that there exists a 
regular D-optimal matrix A0 E Mi,cO(O, 1). Then for all d = tco + m, 1 < t, 
O<m <CO, we have 
j-l 
2k tj-’ if j= 2k-1, 
G(j,d) 3 
(1 +2k)(m)‘tj+mk(k+ I)($$$‘)‘-‘t” 
(19) 
if j=2k. 
In particular, for co = C(j, k) (ifj is odd) or CG + 1, k) (ifj is even), 
G(j,d) > 
2kC(2k-3,k- l)‘tj+mk2C(2k-3,k- l)‘-‘tjP’ ifj=2k- 1, 
(1 + 2k)C(2k - 1, k)jtj + mk(k + l)C(2k - 1, k)‘-‘tj-’ if j = 2k. 
(20) 
Proof.Firstassumej=2k-l.LetvT=(l ,..., 1,0 ,..., O)havekones.Let 
A= [t*Ao,v,..., v] with m copies of v adjoined to t * Ao. From Theorem 2.1 we 
have 
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+J). 
AAT = tAoA; + =rlr+4:)co(Z+J)+ (T ;) 
= XI + 
(x + m)Jk dk,k- I 
dk-l,k dk-I 
=xI$R, 
where x = t(j + l)c0/4j and R is the rank 2 matrix. It is easy to see that 
trace R = k(x + m) + (k - 1)x = 2kx + mk - x and that the sum of all principal 
2 x 2 minors of R is k(k - 1)mr. Thus if Ai and A2 are the two nonzero eigen- 
values of R, then ii + A2 = 2kx + mk - x and AlA2 = k(k - 1)mr. Hence 
det AAT = det (xl + R) = (x + 2,)(x + R2)x1CJ-2 
= xj + (2kx + mk - x)xip’ + k(k - I)wz_x&~ 
=21rJc+mpx,-l =,,( Ci+4f)cy~+mk2( (i+pp. 
The result now follows for j = 2k - 1. 
Now if j=2k, let uT=(l,..., l,O, . . ,O) have k ones and k zeros. Set 
A= [t*Ao,u,..., u]. Then as above we have 
AAT = tAoA; + = tCi+2)co 4ti+1j(I+J)+ 
= xl + 
(X + m)Jk dk 
dk dk 
=xI+R; 
where x = t(j + 2)co/4(j + 1) and R is the rank 2 matrix. It is easy to see that 
trace R = k(x + m) + kx = 21oc + mk and that the sum of all principal 2 x 2 
minors of R is k2mx. Thus if ;1i and 22 are the two nonzero eigenvalues of R, 
then Ai + A2 = 2kx + mk and Ai12 = k2mx. Hence 
det AAT = det(xZ + R) = (x + 11)(x + i2)xjp2 
= xi + (2kx + mk)xj-’ + k2mxxjm2 = (1 + 2k)xj + mk(k + 1)~~~’ 
The result follows for j = 2k. 
For j = 2k - 1 and co = C(j, k), there is a matrix A0 E A4,,c,(0, 1) with 
det AoAT = B(j, CO). Replacing co with C(j, k) in Eq. (19) gives 
ci + lb0 
4i 
=C(2k-3,k- I), 
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which proves the first inequality of Eq. (20). The second inequality follows in 
the same way. For j = 2k and co = C(j + 1, k), there is a matrix A0 E Mj,c,, (0,l) 
for which det A& = B(j, co). It is easy to compute that 
0’ + qco 
4(j+ 1) 
= C(2k - 1,k). 0 
We could have improved the lower bound of the Lemma 4.2 by adjoining 
different vectors instead of multiple copies of u. However, we are interested 
only in the asymptotic result here. 
The final step in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to compare the bounds ob- 
tained in the previous two lemmas. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume that j = 2k - 1 and that A E M_,d(O, 1) is a D- 
optimal matrix. Also assume that some column of A does not have exactly k 
ones. Let CO = C(j, k) and d = tcg + m, where 0 < m < CO. Let f(t) be the lower 
bound for G(j,d) in Eq. (20) of Lemma 4.2: 
f(t) = 2kC(2k - 3, k - l)jtj + mk2C(2k - 3, k - l)‘+-’ 
Let g(t) be the upper bound on det .4AT for matrices having a column with 
fewer than or more than k ones: 
=2kC(2k-3,k-l)‘t-‘+mk2C(2k-3,k-l)j-’t’-’ 
- C(2k - 3, k - l)j%-’ + r(t), 
where r(t) is a polynomial of degree < j - 2 in t. Then 
f(t) < det AAT = G(j,d) <g(t). 
Now consider 
(21) 
f(t) -g(t) = C(2k - 3, k - l)‘-‘tiP’ - r(t). 
Since the degree of r(t) is less than or equal to j - 2, f(t) > g(t) for sufficiently 
large values oft. That is, there exists to such that f(t) > g(t) for all t > to, which 
contradicts the D-optimality of A. It follows that if A E Mj,d(O, 1) is a D-opti- 
mal matrix and d > c&, then all columns of A must contain exactly k ones. 
Thus the first part (j = 2k - 1 odd) of Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
The analysis for j = 2k is analogous to the one for j = 2k - 1. Again, sup- 
pose that A E M,,d(O, 1) is a D-optimal matrix and that some column of A has 
fewer than k ones or more than k + 1 ones. Set CO = C(J’ + 1, k). As above, let 
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f(t) be the lower bound on G(j, d) from Lemma 4.2 and let g(t) be the upper 
bound on det AAT from Lemma 4.1, i.e. 
f(t) = (2k + l)C(2k - 1, k)‘t’ + mk(k + l)C(2k - 1, k)‘_‘t’-’ 
j 
g(t) = (2k + 1) 
k(k+ l)C(2k+ l,k)t+mk(k+ 1) -2 
jci+l) > 
k(k+ l)C(2k+ 1,k) 
o’+ 1)j 
k(k + l)C(2k + 1, 
o’+l)j 
._ 
tJ ’ + r(t) 
= (2k + l)C(2k - 1, k)‘t’ + mk(k + l)C(2k - 1, k)j-‘tj-’ 
- 2C(2k - 1, k)‘-It’-’ + r(t), 
where r(t) is a polynomial of degree < j - 2 in t. Hence 
f(t) -g(t) = 2C(2k - l,k)t’-’ - r(t). (22) 
Thus there exists a to such that for all t > to f(t) - g(t) > 0, a contradiction 
to the D-optimality of A. Thus, if do = taco and d > do, then all columns of a D- 
optimal (0,l) matrix of size j x d have either k or k + 1 ones. 0 
5. The connection with ( f 1) D-optimal designs 
LetAbeajxj(O,l)-matrixandletBbethe~+1)x~+1)(fl)-matrix 
defined by 
( 
1 
B= 
Jlj 
Ji,l ) Jj - 2A ’ 
It is easy to show that 1 det BI = 2jl det A 1. This well-known connection makes 
the problem of finding matrices in Mjj(O, 1) with determinant of maximum ab- 
solute value equivalent to the problem of finding matrices in Mj+lj+l (fl) with 
determinant of maximum absolute value. In this section we develop an analo- 
gous connection between (O,l)- and (fl)-matrices that are not square and use it 
to show that certain (O,l)-matrices are D-optimal. In fact, we exhibit infinite 
families of nonregular D-optimal matrices. Throughout, we assume that 
j = 2k - 1 is odd. As we shall see, our methods do not work for j even. 
Lemma 5.1. Let j = 2k - 1,p 3 0 and Zet A E n/i,d(O, 1) have exactly k ones in 
each of its columns. Define a matrix L(A) E Mj+l,d+p(fl) by 
L(A) = [&$$I. 
Then det L(A)L(A)T =p 4i det AAT. 
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Proof. Perform the following elementary row operations on L(A): 
Subtract row 1 from all other rows of L(A) to get 
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Add 1/2k times rows 2 through j + 1 to row 1 of LI (A) to get 
L2(A) = [M]. 
Since det L(A)L(A)T = det L2(A)LZ(A)T the result follows. 0 
Now fix _j = 2k - 1 and suppose d is large enough to insure (by Theorem 4.1) 
that each column of a D-optimal matrix in Mj,d(O, 1) has exactly k ones. Fur- 
ther, suppose A E Mj,d(O, l), A has exactly k ones in each column, and L(A) is a 
D-optimal matrix in Mj+p,d+r (f 1). Then A must be D-optimal. To see this, sup- 
pose that A0 E Mj,d(O, 1) is D-optimal. By Theorem 4.1, A0 has exactly k ones in 
each column. Now det L(A~)L(Ao)~ < det L(A)L(A)T since L(A) is D-optimal. 
Then from Lemma 5.1, det A,& < det AAT. But since A0 is D-optimal, 
det AoAl = det AAT and so A is also D-optimal. We shall use this observation 
(in Theorem 5.2) to prove that certain matrices A E Mj,d(O, 1) are D-optimal by 
showing that L(A) E Mj+r,d+p(&l) is D-optimal. 
Unfortunately the same argument cannot be used for j = 2k even. Indeed, if 
d is sufficiently large and A0 E Mj,d(O, 1) is D-optimal, then some of the col- 
umns of A0 can have k ones while other columns have k + 1 ones. In that case 
the upper left block of L2(A) from Lemma 5.1 will not consist of zeros. Appar- 
ently the only way to produce a (fl)-matrix L(A) from a (0, I)-matrix A so that 
the determinants of the two matrices are related in a reasonable way is for each 
column of A to have the same number of ones. 
In the next theorem we summarize known results for D-optimality of (fl)- 
matrices. Then in Theorem 5.2 these results are used to prove that certain fam- 
ilies of (O,l)-matrices are D-optimal. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that B E M_,d(fl). 
1. ([7]) Zf d E 0 (mod 4) and BBT = dl,, then B is D-optimal. In particular, 
det BBT < dj for all B E Mj,d(fl). 
2. ([S-lo]) Zf d G 1 (mod 4) and BBT = (d - 1)Zj + Ji, then B is D-optimal. In 
particular, det BBT < (d - l)‘-‘(d +j - 1) for all B E Mj,d(fl). 
3. ([12,9,11]) Zfd E 2 (mod 4) and 
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4. 
BBT = 
0 
(d - 2)h + 2J, > 
if j = 2k, 
0 
(d - 2)Z,&l + 2J,_, 
ifj=2k-1, 
then B is D-optimal. In particular, det BBT < (A - 2)jP2(d + j - 2)2 ifj is even 
and det BBT 6 (d - 2)2(d + j - 3)“P3”2(d + j - 1)(‘-‘)‘2, ifj is odd. 
([13,14]) Zf2j - 5 <d E 3 (mod 4) and BBT = (d + 1)Zj - J,, then B is D-op- 
timal. In particular, det BBT < (d + l)‘-l(d -j + l), for all B E ~M~,d(&l). 
Of course, if B E M,.d(*l) and BBT is similar to one of the D-optimal matri- 
ces in Theorem 5.1, then B is also D-optimal. 
The main result of this section produces new infinite families of D-optimal 
matrices. Some of them were conjectured to be D-optimal in [3]. 
Theorem 5.2. Let j = 2k - 1 be odd and let do be the constant of Theorem 4.1. 
Let A0 E Mj.d(O, l), d 2 do, be a regular D-optimal matrix. 
1. LetAl=[Ao,v]wherevT=(O ,..., O,l,..., 1)haskones. ThenAlisD-opti- 
mal. 
2. Assume j < d. Let Al be obtainedfrom A0 be deleting a column of Ao. Then Al 
is D-optimal. 
3. Assume that j = 4k - 1 E 3 (mod 4). Let Al = [Ao, VI, v4 where 
vT = (0 )...) 0 0 )...‘O 1)“‘) 1 l)...) 1) 
VT = (U J:.;.,! ,o:._.,o, U). 
k-l k k k 
Then Al is D-optimal. 
Proof. Suppose A0 E Mj,d(O, 1) and 
det AoAT = B(j, d) = (j + 1) (Y)‘(Z>‘. 
From Theorem 2.1, we have Adz = t(Zj + Jj), where t = (j + l)d/4j is an inte- 
ger. Consequently, d/j = p is an integer and d fp = 4t E 0 (mod 4). By a di- 
rect calculation using A& = t(Z/ +Jj), we see that L(Ao)L(Ao)’ = (d +p)Zj+l. 
1. Let Al = [Ao, v] E Mj,d+l(O, 1) where vT = (0,. . . ,O, 1,. . . , 1). Then 
Z(Ar) E M_+l.d+t+p(+l). S ince A, has one more column than Ao, L(A,) has 
one more column than L(Ao), namely (1, . . . , 1, - 1, . . . , - 1); this extra column 
has k ones and k negative ones. Thus 
L(AI)L(AI)~ = L(Ao)L(Ao)~ + [ yJk :] = (d +PF..+l + [ -“;, T]. 
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Since d + 1 +p G 1 (mod 4), we can use part 2 of Theorem 5.1. It is easy to see 
that L(Ai)L(Ai)T is similar to (d +P)I~+~ + Jj+l via the diagonal (fl)-matrix 
Zk @ ( -Ik). Thus L(Ai) is D-optimal, which implies that Ai is D-optimal. 
2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the column deleted from 
A0 is u = (0,. . . ,O, 1,. . , 1)'. By the definition of Ai E Mj+i,d+p_i (0,l) and the 
same argument from part 1, we get 
L(A,)L(A,)T + [ ;;k 
Thus, 
L(AI)L(AI)~ = (d +P)zj+l - [:;k 2) 
Now d +p - 1 = 3 (mod 4). And since j < d and jld, we have 2j< d. Thus 
2(j + 1) - 5 < d - 3 < d +p - 1 and so all of the conditions for part 4 of The- 
orem 5.1 are met. It follows that L(Ai) is D-optimal. Hence Ai is D-optimal. 
3. By the definition of Ai E Mj+i,d+p+z(O, l), 
[2J& 0 0 -ukl 
which is similar (by a permutation matrix and a diagonal f 1 matrix) to 
(d + PVj+l + 
2.,,, 2.,, 0 0 
uk uk 0 0 
0 0 uk uk 
0 0 uk uk 1. 
Now d +p + 2 I 2 (mod 4). Hence L(Ai) is D-optimal by part 3 of Theorem 
5.1. It follows that Al is D-optimal. Cl 
To put things in perspective, we compare the results from Sections 2 and 3 
with Theorem 5.2. For each j, there is a co such that j x I?ZC~ regular D-optimal 
matrices exist for all m. And for certain j, co can be small; co = j (Theorem 3.1) 
or co = 2j (Theorem 3.2). Thus the question of determining G(j, mco) is settled; 
G(j, mcg) = B(j, mco). But Theorem 5.2 settles the question for d = mco + Y, 
where Y = f 1,2, and m sufficiently large. In the next section we obtain weaker 
results for other values of r. 
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6. Nearly D-optimal matrices arising from Hadamard designs 
Throughout this section we assume thatj = 4k - 1 and that A0 E Mj,j(O, 1) is 
the complement of the incidence matrix of a (4k - 1,4k - 1,2k - 1,2k - 1, 
k - 1)-design (Hadamard design) so that 
(23) 
Following [3], Section 7, we construct a j x d (O,l)-matrix A, where d = tj + Y, 
with 0 < Y < j as follows. 
A = [t *&,&I> (24) 
where A, E M,,,(O, 1) consists of the first Y columns of Ao. For j = 7, A is con- 
jectured [3], Section 6 to be D-optimal. In any case, det AAT is a lower bound 
on the maximum value GC/, d) of det XXT, for X E Mj,d(O, l), which when com- 
pared to the upper bound given in Theorem 2.1 provides a tight estimate of 
GCj, d). To be precise, define 
L,,r(t) = det AAT. 
The value of I+.(t) is given in the next lemma. 
Lemma 6.1 ([3], Theorem 7.1). 
‘+l 
(t + l)‘P. 
We compare this lower bound on G(j, d) with the upper bound from Theorem 
2.1 given by 
Thus, 
Lj,r(t) 6 G(j> d) < u,,r(t). 
AS polynomials in t, both Lj,l(t) and Uj,l(t) are of degree j. Furthermore, they 
agree in the first two terms of their expansions, viz., 
ct + ljrti-r = $ + rtJ-l + r(r-tj-2 + . . 
L 
( > t+; 
i 
=$+&l +‘ci- 'ltj-2 + . . . 
2j 
Next we present a short proof of the Lemma 6.1. 
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Proof. From Eq. (24), we have 
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AA* = tAdi + AVAT = (AoAi)(tl, + (AoAi)-‘ArAT). 
Since AoA;f = (G + 1)/4)(1j +Jj), det AIJA~ = ((j + 1)/4)‘(j + 1). It remains to 
prove that 
det (tl, + (A,,Ai)-‘A,A;) = (t + l)‘?. (25) 
The nonzero eigenvalues of the j x j matrix (AOAi)P’A,Af are the same as the 
eigenvalues of AT(A&-‘A,. But Af(AoAi)-‘Ar is the Y x Y submatrix in the up- 
per left corner ofA;f(A&-lAo = AT(Az)P’A,‘A~ = I/. (A0 is invertible.) Hence 
AT(AoA~)-‘A~ = I,.. It follows that the eigenvalues of (A,,A;)~‘A,.AT are 1 (with 
multiplicity r and 0 (with multiplicity j - r). This establishes Eq. (25). ??
We close this section with additional evidence that A defined in Eq. (24) may 
be D-optimal. 
Theorem 6.1. Let j = 4k - 1 and A0 be the complement of the incidence matrix 
for a jx j (4k- 1,4k- 1,2k- 1,2k- l,k- I)-(Hadamard) design. Let 
A = [t * Ao, A,], where 0 < Y < j and A, E Mj.,(O, 1) consists of the$rst r columns 
of A” and let B = [t * Ao, B,]! where B, is any j x r (O,l)-matrix. Then 
det BBT < det AA*, 
with equality if and only if 
(26) 
Proof. From the definitions of A and B, we have 
BB* = tAoA; + B,B;, 
T AA* = tAoA; + A,A,. . 
Thus 
(AOAi)P’BBT = tIj + (AO&-‘B,BT 
(AIIA~)~‘AA* = tZj + (AOAi)-‘~,A;, 
and it suffices to show that 
det(tZj + (ADA:)-‘B,B:) < (t + 1 )‘tJpr 
= det (tZj + (AO~;)-‘~,A;) 
(27) 
(28) 
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From Eq. (23), we have 
CAoAi)Y’ = (5) (rip&Jj). 
Next consider 
If the ith column v of B, has s ones, then 
vTkjpT$Jj)V=S-& (29) 
<j+l 
‘4’ (30) 
with equality if and only if s = (j + 1)/2. So the (i, i) entry of Bf(A,&-‘B, 
satisfies 
(B:(AoA;)-‘B,),, < 1, 
for i = 1,. , r. Let ),I,. . , A, be the (nonnegative) eigenvalues of 
Bj!(AoAi)-‘B,. Then 
T= c ii = trace(BT(AoAi)p’B,) < r 
and 
n(t + &) < (r + F)‘< (t + 1)‘. 
The eigenvalues of (AoAi)-‘BIB: are /2t, . , A,, and 0 with multiplicity j - r. 
Thus 
det(tIj + (AoA~)-‘B,B~) = tJ-‘n(r + 2;) 
< ti+ r + Z \ ( > r 
r 6 &‘(t + 1)’ 
= det(tZj + (AoAi)-‘&AT). 
Inequality Eq. (28) is proved. 
Equality holds in Eq. (28) if and only if ,Ij = 1 for i = 1, . . . , Y, which holds if 
and only if B~(AoA~)-'B, = I,. Suppose BTB, = ((j + 1)/4)(Z, +.I,). Then each 
column of B, has (j + 1)/2 ones. And if U, v are different columns of B,, then 
uTv = o’t 1)/4. Thus 
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and 
That is, 
B:(I,-&sJj)B,=~Ir, 
which is equivalent to B,(A,&~‘B, = I,. 
Conversely, suppose 
and that U, v are different columns of B, 
column of B, has (j + 1)/2 ones. But 
Since equality holds in Eq. (30), each 
Thus uTu = (j + 1)/4. It follows that B;B,. = 0' + l/4)(1,. + J,). 0 
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